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ABECEDARIAN is based on the first four letters of the alphabet and refers to a person who is learning the rudiments of a language

or of any subject.  It also designates a devotee of words.

Lay It To Rest! Sinister Southpaws
By Patrick Cook by Liz Powell

Don’t Split Infinitives -- Don’t say to boldly go, say to go

boldly. Splitting infinitives is traditional. It has been done

since the thirteen hundreds. Not even the strictest grammarian

cared about this before the nineteenth century, when someone

had the revelation it was impossible to split an infinitive in

Latin (amare = to love); therefore, it was wrong to do so in

English. In the words of the noted humorist and grammarian

Bill Bryson, this “is like asking people to play baseball using

the rules of football.” So go out and do as Douglas Adams

tells you: “to boldly split infinitives none has ever split

before.”  And Lord Byron wrote: “To slowly trace the forest’s

shady scene.”  Shaw even went so far as to say, “Every good

literary craftsman splits infinitives.”

Don’t Start A Sentence With And or But – But Why? There

is no good reason not to. And many great authors have done

so. It has been done since the tenth century. Churchill

famously stated, “But it is, perhaps, the end of the beginning.”

Nietzsche apocalyptically wrote, “And if you gaze for long

into an abyss, the abyss gazes also into you.” However, it can

be overdone, and then your writing sounds dull.

Don’t Use The Pronoun “I” In Formal Non- Fiction – This

rule was a fad, nothing more. It was originated by the

scientific community as a way to make their writing sound

more objective. It doesn’t. Scientists have now realized this,

and it’s time we do too. Einstein’s writing is full of the

pronoun “I”: “I know not what with what weapons,” “I can

assure you, mine are much greater.” This is not to say that you

can’t write a smashing essay without this particular pronoun;

you can. But you don’t need to.

Double Negatives Are A Sin – Double negatives have been

used by Chaucer, who wrote, “There is no man nowhere so

virtuous.” Chaucer also enjoyed an occasional triple negative;

you, however, should not, as this is not the 14
th
 century. And

Shakespeare said, “Not even none/Shall mistress of it be, save

I alone.” This doesn’t mean you can say, I didn’t do no

homework.” But it is not incorrect to use a double negative.

Fragments Are Satan-Spawn – Not so. Complete sentences

will always be the norm. However, an occasional sentence

fragment adds interest. Not to mention a casual aura. Cicero

said, “By force of arms,” which is not a complete sentence in

Latin or English.

In our society, being right-handed is common, and, quite

frankly, preferred. Some children have even been forced to

write with their right hand, even though they were born a lefty.

Even in the Bible, lefties get knocked. In one story, the sheep

are on Jesus’ right side; the goats are on the left.  Of course,

the sheep are destined for heaven and the goats, well, their

destination is not so favorable. Even in fetuses, the right side

is favored. In the third or fourth month, the fetus develops

ridges in its hands and feet. Interestingly enough, more

develop on the right side of the fetus than on the left. In the

Middle East, it’s considered absolutely unacceptable to shake

with your left hand. This is most likely tied to an

unmentionably unsanitary practice when plumbing wasn’t

available.

(continued on last page)
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Man and Wom

by Amy Hutton

I believe there is a definite gender bias in the English

language. This bias should be obvious to anybody who pays

attention. Woman, human, female . . . all of these have

masculine parts of the word, and many people don’t even

notice. Perhaps this bias is because we use the word “man”

generically to refer to persons of either gender. This problem

goes all the way back to the Bible and beyond. Am I the only

one who thinks the Supreme Being should be It?

I suggest we fix this problem  (and it IS a problem) by simply

extending the language.  We need not continue to confuse

gender references. Here are some guidelines: 

• Gender-specific words should have the same number

of syllables so neither a male nor female reference

would seem inferior to the other, which rules out

using personkind instead of mankind.

• Gender-specific words should not have a separate

meaning that could be confused with existing words.

• Pronunciation should distinguish these words from

currently existing words.

So. Here are some new, gender-specific words:

• wom, womkind: simply the feminine of man and

mankind; pronounced the same as in wombat.

• wem: like wom, only plural; pronounced like ‘them’.

• hir: combination of him and her; pronounced like

‘we’re’.

• hirs: possessive form of hir.

These new unbiased words would be widely accepted if only a

few authors, or possibly English teachers, used them on

occasion.  At first, an explanation of the benefits of their use

might be needed; then the idea would gain momentum.

Though it would take some effort on the part of writers and

teachers, it’s better than having someone go on for pages on

why this bias doesn’t need correction. Wouldn’t you agree?

Really Ace!

by Elizabeth & Maura Bobbitt

Many people are anglophiles but don’t speak English as the

English do. So, we are going to bamboozle you with British

slang. Do you know what an “airy-fairy” is? Have you been

graced with the knowledge of what a “chocolate teapot” is? If

not, don’t swan about it. Read on.

The following is an example of a conversation that two people

might have in Britain.

Friend 1: Ay-up!

Friend 2: All right, China, how’s it going then?

Friend 1: Did you go to the party last night?

Friend 2: It was really ace!

Friend 1: I know. That was brilliant! I creases up when you

fell on the dance floor. You looked a bit like a mad aleck. You

were everywhere.

Friend 2: I’m sure that the guy I was dancing with tonight

thought I was daft.

Friend 1: Thai’s kak! He did not! Anyway, he was dead from

the neck up. He wouldn’t be one to talk. He’s a bit of airy-

fairy, too. Not very buff. Besides, I thought you were

marvelous.

Friend 2: Well, ta, but I think the dancing lessons were

useless as a chocolate teapot.

Friend 1: All right then, I’ve gotta run. We’ll have to kibosh

this conversation.  Abyssinia!

Friend 2: Yeah, ok, tally-ho.

Ië lindelë larnyanna!

By Kate Bennert

John Ronald Reuel Tolkien, or J.R.R. Tolkien, is known for

writing the popular trilogy The Lord of the Rings, but what

many people don’t know is that he created an entire history of

Middle Earth that gives his stories an aura of authenticity. To

bring his fictional world to life, he also created many different

languages with their own alphabets. One of these languages

was Elvish, spoken by the Elvin folk of Middle Earth.

The Elves themselves were perfect beings: tall, fair, and so

quick and agile that you couldn’t hear them if they passed

right by your ear. Their language has the same characteristics.

The vowels or consonants at the end of words seem to gliss off

the tongue. When Elvish is spoken, the speech is like poetry or

song instead of pedestrian language.

Vowels, spoken in Quenya, the high-Elvin tongue, are

pronounced almost as if you were speaking Spanish. They are

all pure sounds instead of the diphthongs so common in

English. In English, the long and short vowels have

distinguishing sounds. In Elvish, the only difference is length.

A vowel marked with a diaeresis (ë) is used to remind you that

the word is to be pronounced as an individual letter. A

common Elvish word that uses these concepts is hossë,

meaning an army. The “o” is pronounced normally as in “pot”

and the “e” at the end is pronounced like “pet” and brought to

a sharp end. A few other points: “c” is pronounced like “k”,

“i” like “ea” in “eat”, and “a” like the short “a” in “bath”. You

hold vowels marked with an accent (á) twice as long.

Try saying these common Quenyan phrases:

Elen sila lúmen omentielvo.  (A star shines on the hour of our

meeting.)

Mae Govannen ar Namaarië. (Hello and Goodbye.)

Aa hira avatha yassen lelyallë. (May you find shadows where

you go.)

Meldalë . . . .  vanimaier. (I love you . . . you are beautiful.)

Manië esselya? (What is your name?)

Ië lindelë larnyanna! (It is music to my ears.)
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Would a Rose by any other

name smell as sweet?

From Rose to Rosario

By Cheyney Nelson

What’s in a name? Baby names divide into three basic

categories: popular, traditional, and modern. Popular names

are usually names that can be shortened into a nickname, like

Max or Sam, or have a light and comfy quality, like Amanda

and Lauren. Still others are names on the edge, slipping into

popularity at the last second with unusual spellings (Caytlynn

for Kaitlin, Marc for Mark). Traditional names are usually

long and feminine sounding for girls, like Millicent, Charlotte,

and Priscilla, with a lot of vowels and double letters mixed in,

or masculine and short for boys. In addition, for either sex,

using a surname for a first name is not passé – there’s Jackson,

Gallagher, and Taylor, not to mention the occupational names

that have edged from surnames to first names, like Cooper and

Archer.

Modern names can be names of objects, places, or feelings.

They can also be imported from other countries or derived

from uncommon variations of the names of family members

and friends. There are babies named Patience, Peaches, India,

Willow, Caroline/Caro, and Liam.

Other trendsetters for modern and popular names are

celebrities.  Christine Brinkley shared the experience of her

child’s name: “Peter’s family dates back to Captain Cook,

who discovered the Big Island of Hawaii. It’s also where we

found out we were pregnant, so we called her Captain Cook

during the pregnancy. That evolved into Sailor.”

So how does a common garden-variety rose turn into a wilder

flower, from traditional to modern? Rose, in its original form,

is mostly used as a middle name – Jennifer Flavin and

Sylvester Stallone used Rose as a middle name on Sistine and

Sophia. Michelle Pfeiffer used it to enhance the femininity of

Claudia, but Faith Daniels used it to ensure the gender of her

little girl, Aidan. However, what about Rose as a first name?

Originally, it was an American-Jewish name, which evolved

from Rose to the slightly more feminine Rosalie. Rosaline

morphed into the less girly, more blunt Rhoda. Finally, the

name returned to Rosie, and from there came Rosalind,

Rosalyn, and the Italian Rosa, which developed Rosaria and

Rosario.

More traditional names for girls include Josephine, Alice,

Anna, Cecily, Beatrice, Ella, and Kitty. Each name has a

flowery, feminine quintessence – frilly without being pushy,

girly without being fussy. Traditional boys’ names include

ones such as Henry, Francis, Hugh, Frederick, Reuben, Philip,

and Charles; they have a strong quality but also a hint of

playfulness suggested in the silent letters and diphthongs,

hidden like lighthearted secrets. Surnames that have become

first names are unusual, yet common, often heard before in a

different circumstance. Boy surname firsts are Brady, Alcott,

Fletcher, Hunter, Taylor, Tucker, and Riley. For girls,

Cheyney, Evans, Cassidy, Delaney, Taylor, Macy, and

Raleigh. Each is strange in a good and familiar way.

The popular name trend is constantly changing. It’s not a good

idea to give a child a popular name unless the parent really

likes it.  There will a thousand other children with the same

name, and, if it’s a boy, the name will probably become

unisex. Also, it will go out of style, and they may be left with

a little boy who hates his “weird, girly name.”

Some popular names are being replaced with modern ones –

Miranda for Amanda, Brett for Brittany, Nicola for Nicole,

Mac for Max, Riley for Ryan, Julian for Justin. The list goes

on! So what about the names that someone loves but will

cause their child endless mockery from other children –

Eugene? Herman? Bertha? Hortense? The unpopularity of the

name must be considered. Of course, that doesn’t mean you

should read Most Popular Baby Names to find out number

one. If someone really prefers Amalie to Emily or José to

John, they should just suit themselves.

Modern names can be almost any word. Picabo Street, whose

parents wanted her to choose her own name, was known as

“Little Girl” until they tried to get her a U.S. passport. Little

Girl was unacceptable. So, remembering a town while playing

Peek-a-boo, Street’s mother named her Picabo.  At 4, she

received the option of a name change, but declined. Some very

unusual modern names are Favorite, Liberty, Justice,

Discovery, Spirit, Tragedy, and Philosophy. Some parents

decide to name their kids after places – Eden, Carolina,

Geneva, Asia, Avalon, Iberia, India, and Ithaca.

And then, the celebrities! Paula Yates, ex-wife of the musician

Bob Zgeldorf, named her four daughters Fifi Trixiebelle,

Peaches, Pixie, and Heavenly Hirani Tiger Lily. Frank Zappa

named his kids Moon Unit and Dweezil. Demi Moore and

Bruce Willis name their daughters Tallulah Belle, Runner

Glenn, and Scout LaRue. Melanie Brown, “Scary Spice,”

named her daughter Phoenix Chi, while still others have

employed Aquinnah, Maesa, Chorde, Rebop, and Seven.

A couple had two children, and when the mother conceived a

third, her kids suggested the name “T-Rex”. Laughingly, the

parents began to refer to the yet-to-be-born baby as T-Rex, but

did not seriously consider the name. After the mother birthed

the baby and was in the bathroom, she heard her husband

declare the name Jacques Trex LaRue.

What’s in a name? Each person must decide for him- or

herself. Mac or Mark? Emily or Amalie? Charlotte or

Starship? Tyler or Tobias? Would a rose by any other name

smell as sweet – Rose or Rosario?

Welcome to my humble

    commode!

by Chris Leach

Malapropism came from early eighteenth century, from

Richard Sheridan’s comedy The Rivals. A main character in

the play, Mrs. Malaprop, makes all sorts of hilarious mistakes.
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For instance, she urges her niece, who was “as headstrong an

allegory on the banks of the Nile,” to “illiterate” some guy

from her memory and gain a more extensive knowledge of the

“contagious” countries.

“Malaprop” comes from the French mal a propos (i.e.

“inappropriate”). Though the word is over two hundred years

old, people are still committing these errors.  It is always

funny and often embarrassing to the perpetrator. The

following is a list of modern day malapropisms:

Medieval cathedrals were supported by flying

buttocks.

He is a wealthy typhoon.

You’re in for a shrewd awakening.

She’s a child progeny.

It’s a nice momentum of the occasion.

In many states murderers are put to death by

 electrolysis.

An addition by Mr. Himwich:

Those of us who are from the Archie Bunker generation will

remember bunkerisms with delight.  Tails of Archie’s

suppository remarks on the sperm of the moment, often taken

out of contest, were surely the pigments of some writer’s

imagination. Here are some memorable bunkerisms from the

past:

Them eggs are starting to foment.

What do you mean by that insinuendo?

You’ve got a warfed sense of humor.

Capital punishment is a known detergent from crime.

Lady, you wanna stoop this conversation down to the

gutter level, that’s your derogative.

In my day we used to keep things in their proper

suspective.

We’ve got the grossest national product.

I’ll let you know – in my intimate wisdom – when

I decide

The time is ripe.

You and that Reverend Bleedin’ Heart Fletcher up

there in his ivory shower.

It ain’t German to the conversation.

“Sorry” ain’t gonna clench my thirst.

The man don’t have one regleaming feature.

Ya went to Athens and seen the Apocalypse.

Archie, of course, is the arch-debunker. The laughter he

generates is often nervous laughter because we recognize the

twist in our own tongues.  Some malapropisms probe more

deeply:

You think he’s a nice boy after he did what he did?

Comin’ in here, makin’ suppository remarks about

our country. And calling me prejudiced, while I was

singing “God Bless America,” a song written by a

well-known and respected Jewish guy, Milton Berlin.

We are all partially blind to our own shortcomings. .

Comparisons are not merely odious; they are odorous as well.

To misquote Pogo, “We have found what smells . . . “ Or as

Archie would say, “Smells like a house of ill-repute.”

Murder & Red Rum

by Emily Molina

Ah! The joy of words! So very capable of turning anything

into something else. For instance, have you ever heard of an

anagram? What about a fellow by the name of Ronald

McDonald? You know that the slogan for McDonald’s is none

other than “I am loving it.”  What does this have to do with

the joy of words? Well, an anagram is when the letters from a

word or phrase can be rearranged and turned into something

else, and it just so happens that “I am loving it” is an anagram

for “ailing vomit.” THAT is at once repulsive and highly

amusing. I bet McDonald’s never counted on this gremlin’s

wordplay.

Some of the most entertaining anagrams are formed by

celebrities’ names. By rearranging the letters in the Elvis’

name, you end up with “lives.” Also, the King’s full name is

Elvis Aaron Presley, whose letters may be rearranged to get

“Seen alive? Sorry pal.” And just by simply repositioning the

letters in George Bush you get “He bugs Gore.”

One of the most famous anagrams is the one for “Eleven plus

two.”  By repositioning the letters, you get “twelve plus one.”

It’s just something about the number thirteen and gremlins. It

is ever so superstitious and mystical. Another interesting

anagram is “mother-in-law.” You know how husbands always

complain about their mother in laws.  Well, whoever figured

out the this anagram must have really hated their mother-in-

law because it comes out to be “woman Hitler.” Very

attractive, isn’t?

Enough anagrams for now. Have you heard of a palindrome?

A palindrome is when a word, phrase or sentence spells the

same thing both forwards and backwards. “Race car” and

“eye” are good examples.   “Emit time” is another. True, it

does not make a lot of sense, but it’s still a fun palindrome.

Another favorite of mine is “Do geese see God?” That’s such

a profoundly comical question and, in addition, it is a fine

specimen of palindrome.

What about this palindrome: “Murder for a jar of red rum”?

Whoever came up with that one must have been very creative

or obsessed with red rum. Isn’t it amazing what someone

would do just for some rum? What a world!

Hmm . . .moving on from the downfall of western civilization

(too much red rum!), I leave you with a challenge: Figure out

an anagram for “Beware of the bull." Good luck! Try to find

as many as you can.  Good luck!

Does your writing sound like

 a game show host?

by Ashley Kaupert

Good writing avoids clichés like the plague. Leave them at the

door before you set off on your journey into that magical
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faraway land called formal writing. Clichés make your writing

as dull as a mud fence. Yet somehow, these nasty little

buggers keep creeping into our writing, silent but deadly.  But

never fear! Ashley is here! Mark my words! Whether you like

it or not, you won’t use clichés in your writing by the time I’m

through with you. Even if it’s the last thing I do! (Even

exclamation marks, my English teacher tells me, can become

cliché.)

But before we get in too deep, let’s go over the one burning

question I’m sure you’re asking. What in the world makes a

cliché a cliché? Elementary my dear Watson! Whenever a

figure of speech is overused, it becomes a cliché. For example,

the much-overused phrase of 1999 was “Is that your final

answer?” If you are sporting the popular deer in the headlights

look at this moment, I suggest you pick up a dictionary and

look it up, because I have made it as clear as day. But if you

are on the right track, read on.

Following are the top ten ways to avoid clichés:

1. Right off the bat, you should never repeat a phrase.

That’s how clichés are made.

2. Right off the bat, you should never repeat a phrase.

That’s how clichés are made.

3. All in due time, you will learn not to rhyme.

4. When in doubt, unnecessary words out.

5. If you find an original expression, don’t milk it for all

it’s worth.

6. Leaving commas out after a series is so passé.

7. Just to be on the safe side, never use a phrase that’s

come out of a game show host’s mouth.

8. Yes, that’s my final answer.

9. Don’t beat around the bush – cut to the chase.

10. And last, but not least, if it flies with your English

teacher, go with it.

They say that all’s well that ends well. I hope this lesson

has ended well for you.  And remember: an apple a day

keeps the doctor away, especially if you have good aim.

I Stay Fly!

by Lauren Parra

Although black street speech sings the songs and the music of

Black-American soul, it also plays a big role in an Anglo

teenager’s life. Anglo teens constantly hear black street speech

spoken on television, radio, and they repeat it in the hallways

of their schools.

Teenagers usually pick up Black-American sayings from rap

music, which is one of the most popular sounds of our time.

For example, the lyrics to a rap song by the Big Tymers are

“Gatorboots shoes, with my pimped out Gucci suit, ain’t got

no job but I stay fly” (translated: “Alligator shoes, with my

cool Gucci suit, I don’t have a job, but I am still handsome!”).

A white teen male might sing this lyric because he wants to

impress his friends that he’s looking hip and cool.

Another lyric using black street speech is in the song “Air

Force Ones” by Nelly: “Give me twoper, I need twoper, I’m

off stompin in my Air Force Ones.”  This translates into “Give

me two pair, I need two pair, I’m going walking in my Air

Force Ones (i.e. a brand of tennis shoes).”  Anglo teens love

these tennis shoes, so they might say this lyric when

purchasing or wearing Air Force Ones.

Anglo teenagers frequently use black street speech when they

are conversing with each other. For example, one teen might

tell a younger teen, “You’re just a baby loke” (“You’re just a

young thug or young gangster”). He might also say, “Buck

wild on the rilla.” This translates into “act wild” (rilla means

“really). Commonly, a white teenager might greet his Anglo

friend, “Waassup my hommie?”

Most Anglo teenager’s parents hate black street slang, which

may be one of the reasons teenagers repeat it. In my opinion,

another reason teenagers use Black-American

speech is that they want to be cool. The media tells them that

black street speech is the hip, new thing. As John Baugh states

in his book Black Street Speech: “People tend to adopt styles

of speaking that are suited to their social needs and personal

aspirations.” Anglo teens want the bond of language to

identify them and set them apart from other groups in their

drive to be cool.

Rebus

by Katherine Rogers

A rebus is a representation of a word or phrase by means of

pictures or symbols. For instance,

     BIG    BIG

    ignore   ignore

represents “too big to ignore.” Below are examples of rebuses.

Challenge your brain! Answers follow on the next page:

1. FUSS

      nothing

2. 0_er_t_o_

3. 2S7A8F2E6T9Y4

4. H-I-J-K-L-M-N-O

5. uPLATm

6. T  I  M  E

    abde

7. PAID

SUM R

WORKED

8. E more more more more

9.    ____ACT____

  char        er

        10. _____O______

                      M.D

                      Ph.D.

                      B.S.
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Answers: 1. Big fuss over nothing; 2. Painless operation; 3.

Safety in numbers; 4. H2O (H to O); 5. Platinum; 6. Long

time, no see; 7. Some are overworked and some are under

paid. 8. Ready for more.  9. Act out of character. 10. Three

degrees below zero.

Harrius Potter Latine

Loquitur

     by Elizabeth Wilson, Alex Easley,

         Annie McAllister & Emily Turner

The Harry Potter series by J.K. Rowling is full of mystery,

magic, surprises, and tantalizing hints. The imaginative places,

creative names, and funny words often leave us wondering,

“Where did she get that?” Many of the spells, passwords,

names, and wizard-world objects actually have Latin roots. So

is it just a word . . . or does each name and spell have a hidden

meaning, one that leads us deeper into Harry’s story?

The following matching quiz is for Potter experts. All others

should proceed directly to the explanations.

____ 1. Alohomora ____ 6. Expelliarmus

____ 2. Animamagus ____ 7. Fidelius Charm

____ 3. Colloportus ____ 8. Legilimens

____ 4. Deletrius ____ 9. Morsmordre

____ 5. Engorgio ____ 10. Patronus Charm

A. spell that causes the caster to read the target’s mind

B. erases ghost images of spells cast by another wizard

C. a wizard/witch who can transform into an animal

D. causes target to swell

E. secret keeper charm, used to “erase” a hiding place

F. charm that seals doors shut

G. disarming spell

H. spell that opens locked doors

I. spell that casts the Dark Mark

J. causes dementors to leave

Answers:  1-h; 2-c; 3-f; 4-b; 5-d; 6-g; 7-e ; 8. a; 9-I; 10-j.

Explanations:

1. The alohomora charm unlocks doors that have been

magically or otherwise locked. The word comes from the

Hawaiian word aloha meaning farewell and the Latin word

mora meaning obstacle or delay.

2. An animagus is a witch or wizard who can transform into

an animal. Both Sirius and Professor McGonagall were

animagi. The word comes from the Latin words animal and

magus (wizard; magi is the Latin plural). .

3. The colloportus charm seals doors (L. porta).  Harry used it

when he was running from Death Eaters in the fifth book.

4. Deletrius is used to erase ghosts of former spells that come

out of a wand.  Deletrius comes from the Latin verb deleo,

delere: to destroy.

5. The engorgement charm is used to make the caster’s target

swell.  Engorgio derives from the French engorgier: to

swallow greedily.

6. Expelliarmus is a spell used in duels to disarm the caster’s

opponent.

7. The fidelius charm is often used to keep Voldemort from

finding out where someone is hiding. Fidelius derives from

the Latin word fidelis: faithful.

8. Legilimens is used to read a person’s mind. It comes from

the Latin lego: read and mens: mind.

9. The spell morsmordre conjures the Dark Mark of Lord

Voldemort. The Dark Mark is the sign of the Death Eaters,

who are Voldemort’s followers. The mark is a skull with a

serpent protruding from its mouth.  Morsmordre derives from

mordeo bite and mors: death.

10. The patronus charm is used to make dementors leave.

Patronus comes from the Medieval Latin word patronus and

may be a religious reference to Jesus Christ. The charm,

Expecto Patronum, produces a silvery phantom shape that is

often an animal, created by the caster’s own mind.

Other interesting word studies include:

• Dumbledore – English for bumblebee.  One of Albus

Percival Wulfric Brain Dumbledore’s passions was

music. J. K. Rowling commented, “I imagined

Dumbledore walking around humming to himself.”

• Wingardium Leviosa – a spell to lift objects. Leviosa

derives from the Latin levo: lift and arduus: steep;

wing simply refers to wings.

• Erised – “desire” spelled backward.  The mirror of

Erised, hidden away in Hogwart’s castle, shows the

viewer his or her own deepest desire. The inscription

on the top of the mirror reads “Erased stra ehru oyt

une cafru oyt on woshi,” and if shown backwards

with the letters rearranged, spells: “I show not your

face but your heart’s desire.”

• Lumos – a spell used to create light from the wand.

Harry often uses the spell when he finds himself in

dark places, which is quite often. Lumos comes from

the Latin lumen: light.  The counter spell for Lumos

is Nox, which is the Latin word for night.

• Accio – summoning spell, from the Latin accio: I

summon.

• Cruciatus – torturing spell, from Latin crux: a cross,

used for crucifixion.

• Rictusempra – tickling charm from the Latin rictus: a

wide-open mouth.

• Evanesco – vanishing spell, from the Latin evanesco:

I disappear, used in many situations to escape or hide.

• Professor Quirrel – from the Latin quirito: I shriek

Here are some good sites where you can discover much more

about Harrius Potter; http://hp-lexicon.org;

http://www.scholastic.com/harrypotter/reference/,

www.mugglenet.com/books/nameorigins.html,
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Mushrumps, Flibbertigibbet,

& Pignuts

by Cecile Parrish

Shakespeare is the one playwright who will never grow old.

But what about the English he used? We’ve all heard the

basics: thou, tis, fortnight, thy, etc.  We recognize the voice of

Shakespeare immediately in such lines as “I’ faith dost thou

sing most marvelously well.”   Many people believe this is the

extent of Shakespeare’s English. Few know that Shakespeare

coined thousands of words that are now part of our modern

vocabulary: dislocate, cuticle, bump, amazement, dignity, etc.

Of course, some of his most picturesque words have not

become “household words.” Perhaps they should be. Is it not

more effective and less tiresome to call someone a loggerhead

than to dismiss your adversary with the graceless “yo dog”?

Should we not eschew obnoxious slang?

Below is a matching quiz for those who love Shakespeare’s

language:

___ 1. fie a. sweating

___ 2. flibbertigibbet b. mushrooms

___ 3. fobbed c. seat of emotions

___ 4. foison d. numbskulls

___ 5. fusty f. harvest, abundance

___ 6. moo g. the name of a devil

___ 7. hugger-mugger h. secret haste

___ 8. pignuts i. like leprosy

___ 9. mushrumps k. cheated

___ 10. leman l. expression of outrage

___ 11. loggerheads m. moldy

___ 12. liver n. more

___ 13. reeking o. peanuts

___ 14. mazzard p. sweetheart

___ 15. lazar-like q. sweet cherry

Answers: 1-l; 2-g; 3-k; 4-f; 5-m; 6-n; 7-h; 8-o; 9-b; 10-p; 11-

d; 12-c; 13-a; 14-q; 15-i.

I am pleased to report that 12 of these words are still to be

found in the most recent edition of Merriam-Webster’s

Collegiate Dictionary.

Pogey Bait & Gobs
 Sailor Lingo –Censored Version

by Mitchell Dobbins

Why has this article been censored?  Because sailors are a

crude, rude, rough and ready lot. Here is a sample of their

lingo, appropriately censored:

Me and Billy were lollygagging by the scuttlebutt

after being aloft to _________ up the antennas and

were just perched on a bollard eyeballing a couple of

bilge rates and flangeheads using crescent hammers

to pack  ______   _____ around a fitting on a

handybilly. All of a sudden the ________

started _________ one of the deck apes for lifting his

pogey bait. The __________ was a sewer pipe sailor

and the deck ape was a gator.  Maybe being

blackshoes on a bird farm surrounded by a gaggle of

cans didn’t set right with either of these gobs. The

deck ape ran through the nearest hatch and dogged it

tight because he knew the ______ machinist was

going to lay below, catch him between decks and

punch him in the snot locker. He’d probably wind up

on the binnacle list but Doc would find a way to

gundeck the paper or give it the deep six to keep him

abroad.

You probably got the idea, but here is a slang bank for you:

Amateur night: payday night

Binnacle list: medically exempted from hard labor

Bird farm: aircraft carrier

Bollard: attached to a pier or deck to secure mooring

lines

Cans: destroyers

Deck apes: mates

Flangeheads: enginemen

Fufu juice: cologne

Gator: sailor on amphibious ships

Gee-duck: place to buy pogey bait

Gobs: sailors

Gundeck: to falsify the records

Handybilly: submersible pump

Lollygagging: goofing off

Pogey bait:  sweets, candy

Scuttlebutt: drinking fountain

Sewer pipe: submarine

Skivvywavers: signal men

Snot locker: nose

SOS: creamed chipped beef

Twidgets: men who work in electronics

Westpac widow: women whose husbands are at sea

Well, folks, don’t leave no snail trails on the dance floor on

amateur night.  See ya landlubbers!

Thespian Notions

by Ryan Garrett

In the theatre, there are many superstitions. One of the most

interesting is that to say the word “Macbeth” in the theatre will

bring bad luck to the show. The only way to take away the

curse is to turn around three times and spit. This superstition

came about because on an opening night of Macbeth, someone

died by falling into the pit, which was about twenty-three feet

down. Also, when a show is about to begin, the cast and crew

always say “Break-a-leg” to each other. If you say “Good

luck," it will bring bad luck. Strangely, when the curtain is

closed, if you look through this “Wall of Mystery” (that’s how

most actors refer to the curtain), the show will be cursed until

the end of the run.
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(Sinister Southpaws continued)

Our language is full of anti-left-handed words and phrases. For instance, the word gauche is an adjective meaning “socially tacky.”

Did you know it came from French, and it originally meant “clumsy” or “left-handed”? What about sinister? I’m sure we all know that

sinister is a synonym for evil, but it is not common knowledge that it is derived from the Latin word meaning “on the left” or

“unlucky.” Even more amazing, the word left itself is Old English meaning “weak” or “useless.” The ridicule of southpaws doesn’t

end there. A nickname for lefties is zurdo. This isn’t a very common nickname, but it is derived from the Spanish azurdas meaning “to

go in the wrong direction.”

Where did all this anti-left sentiment come from? It may have come from ancient sun worship.  The majority of the population lives in

the northern hemisphere. When we track the sun across the sky, almost everyone faces south and watches the sun go from left to right.

Early religions often included the sun in their worship and may have found an association between right and good and left and bad.

Another theory is that warriors in battle would hold their shield in the left hand and fight with the right. Since one’s heart is on the left

side, soldiers had a better chance of survival. There’s another similar theory: a mothers used to hold her baby in their left arm so that

the infant would be closer to her heart and leave the right hand free for tasks.

Myths about lefties, so long held, are hard to dispel. In any case, it is always fun to watch lefties write.

The Metaphorical Imperative by Mr. Himwich

Human beings spontaneously and necessarily make sense of things via metaphor.  Observe the metaphorical play of the following

etymologies that trace word derivations from ancient Indo-European roots, the source for all European languages and Sanskrit.

Indo-European Root Derivatives

     ghrei:to rub grisly, cretin, Christ, grime

     kel: to strike, cut Hilda, gladiator, limping, clone, clerk, calamity, clang, laugh

     ea: to be swastika, yes, proud, sin, is, am, essence

     weid:see wise, idol, idea, history, envy, penguin, view, guide, twit

     deu: to do, show favor bonbon, benign, beauty, dynamite, bonanza, debonair, dynasty

     gerebh:to scratch crab, carve, graffiti, glamour, grammar

     wed:: water, wet vodka, whiskey, winter, undulate, otter, hydra, inundate, Vaseline


